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Problem

HEP experiments at the LHC will store petabytes of data in ROOT 
files described with TAG metadata
– The LHC experiments have challenging goals for efficient 

access to this data
• Physicists need to be able to compose a metadata query 

and rapidly retrieve the set of matching events
Such skimming operations will be the first step in the analysis of 
LHC data, and improved efficiency will facilitate the discovery 
process by permitting rapid iterations of data evaluation and 
retrieval
– Furthermore, efficient selection of LHC data helps enable the 

tiered data distribution system adopted by LHC experiments, in 
which massive raw data resides at a few central sites, while 
higher quality, smaller scale skimmed data is replicated at 
many lower tier sites with more modest computational 
resources
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TAGS

TAG databases are a strategy enabling raw event data to be tagged with 
name-value pairs representing event metadata such as geometry, 
energy, source, quality, or arbitrary descriptive designations
– Such metadata allows massive amounts of data to be flexibly 

categorized and processed
A particularly important goal of TAG is enabling the storage of massive 
stores of raw data in central locations that have sufficiently capable 
storage, processing, and network infrastructure to handle it, while also 
permitting remote scientists to work with the data by using TAG metadata 
to select smaller-scale, higher-quality data that can feasibly be 
downloaded and processed at locations with more modest resources
The TAG system is extensible and will evolve over time as additional 
metadata is identified
– Thus, software that uses TAG must be designed to accommodate this 

growth, without compromising scalability
• Volumes of ATLAS TAGS data in Oracle database are expected to 

grow at the rate of 14 TB per year
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An Example of ATLAS TAGS

When a reconstructed event is written to the ATLAS Event Store 
comprised of POOL/ROOT files, the metadata about the event (a “tag”)  is 
exported along with references to the event data to the ROOT TTree file 
organized as “POOL Collections”
– ATLAS TAG files hold about 1 kB per event

TAGS data uploaded to relational database enables selection of rare 
events on a Terabyte scale, in a highly efficient way:

_ _
“POOL Collections” are implemented as two tables:  

POOL_COLLECTION_DATA_nn for the event data
and POOL_COLLECTION_LINKS_nn for the file pointers

ATLAS “Full Dress Rehearsal” (FDR-2) TAGS data looks like this:
Five data tables with five different physics streams:

Muon, Egamma, Minbias, Jet, Bphys
Six runs, which translate into six partitions per table:

52280, 52283, 52290, 52293, 52301, 52304
The Jet stream has 50% of all the data, which amounts to 4.6 GB
The row size is 780 bytes, expected to grow to 1k for LHC data, as some 
bitmasks are still missing
The record is composed of references to AOD and ESD files, some 
physics quantities and trigger bitmasks for Event Filter, L1 and L2 triggers
All columns are indexed: bitmap for integers, B-tree for strings and floats

Based on slides 
by F. Viegas
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Row versus Column-Oriented Data Formats

Row-oriented data storage is optimized for fast writes and updates
Column-oriented format is optimal for select reads, data mining
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Approach

Relational databases are like row-oriented n-tuples in PAW:
– Row-oriented data storage is not optimal for analysis

To address this problem, we are developing a custom MySQL
storage engine to enable the MySQL query processor to directly 
access TAG data stored in ROOT TTrees
– As ROOT TTrees are column-oriented, reading them directly 

will provide improved performance over traditional row-
oriented TAG databases

In addition, the Petaminer technology will enable rich MySQL
index-building capabilities to add indices to the data in ROOT 
TTrees, providing further optimization to TAG query performance
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From Row-Oriented to Column-Oriented N-tuples

The industry is catching up 
with HEP in transition from 
the PAW raw-oriented n-
tuples to the column-oriented 
n-tuples like ROOT TTrees

Column-oriented databases are an emerging technique for achieving  
higher performance 
than traditional row-
oriented databases, 
especially in large 
scale data-mining 
scenarios 
Michael Stonebraker, 
a pioneer of relational 
database technology, 
declared that row-
oriented of relational 
databases are dead
He argued in in favor 
of column-oriented 
databases that vastly 
outperform traditional 
database engines in 
data analysis
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Petaminer Project: U.S. DOE HEP SBIR Phase I Award

http://www.science.doe.gov/sbir/awards_abstracts/sbirsttr/cycle26/phase1/240.htm
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Tech-X Corporation

• To develop Petaminer Tech-X partnered with Argonne

Advanced research and development & software company based in 
Boulder, Colorado, USA
– www.txcorp.com

More than 50 employees
– majority PhDs in physics, math and computer science

Scientific research and development projects for government and 
commercial clients
Publisher of commercial software products including VORPAL, OOPIC 
Pro, FACETS
Tech-X leads the Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computation 
Project: FACETS
Expertise in high-performance distributed computing, high-energy physics 
simulations, scientific visualization, Web services, Grid technologies, 
advanced user interfaces
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MySQL

widespread popularity both because of its high degree of functionality and 
because it is free, open-source software (FOSS)
The MySQL architecture permits custom storage engines to be plugged 
in, permitting low-level optimization for different usage scenarios and data 
formats
– The storage engine API is public and well-documented, making 

development of third-party engines relatively easy

MySQL is a 
fully 
standards-
compliant, 
high-
performance, 
relational 
database 
product 
which has 
achieved
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MySQL Pluggable Storage Engine Architecture

MySQL has a pluggable storage engine architecture that enables third 
parties to create low-level interfaces to data stored in different formats, 
permitting more optimal operation in various use scenarios

By default MySQL
includes a number of 
storage engines, such as 
MyISAM, InnoDB and 
Memory, corresponding 
to common usages
Petaminer develops a 
pluggable MySQL
storage engine, allowing 
it to use the MySQL
query parser, database 
framework, and front end 
tools, and to interface 
directly with ROOT files 
on the back end http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/6.0/en/images/PSEArch.png
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Preaching to the Choir 

access to the separate attributes of the selected objects, without having 
to touch the bulk of the data.”
– R. Brun and F. Rademakers, http://root.cern.ch/root/Mission.html

The Petaminer project builds upon the 
existing ROOT infrastructure
– ROOT is a structured, extensible analysis 

framework and data architecture for 
storage and retrieval of arbitrarily scaled, 
distributed data. ROOT supports high-
rate streaming of data as well as storage 
distributed across multiple file systems 
and domains

“The ROOT system provides a set of OO 
frameworks with all the functionality needed 
to handle and analyze large amounts of data 
in a very efficient way. Having the data 
defined as a set of objects, specialized 
storage methods are used to get direct 
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Integrating MySQL and ROOT

A challenging problem – the integrated 
build of two large independent software 
systems MySQL and ROOT
– each is designed to be the main 

system
• e.g. each system has its own way 

to handle C++ exceptions 

Petaminer Principal Investigator Paul 
Hamill solved the integration problem 
based on his first-hand experience and 
methods described in his book 

Of course, the RootTalk support  was an 
invaluable resource as well
– We gratefully acknowledge expert 

help from the ROOT team
• Rene Brun and Philippe Canal
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Petaminer Architecture

The high-level system architecture of Petaminer

MySQL database operations are forwarded to the ROOT storage engine 
plugin, which makes ROOT API calls to access data directly from ROOT 
files, without intermediate storage of data in MySQL tables
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Petaminer Approach

A handlerton is defined which tells MySQL how to map API operations to 
storage engine methods, and which methods are implemented
Once the skeleton of the Petaminer engine is created, development effort 
focused on functionality to open and read ROOT file contents, specifically 
targeted at the n-tuples containing TAG metadata
The Petaminer engine internally map ROOT data structures to analogous 
database structures such as tables and columns
– SQL queries passed to the storage engine are translated into ROOT 

file access operations
Initially, only read operations such as SELECT are implemented
– Mutation operations such as INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE are 

either stubbed so they have no effect when executed or return an
appropriate “operation not supported” error

Our goal in the first phase of development:
– queries submitted to MySQL via one of its standard user interfaces 

should be passed to the Petaminer storage engine and retrieve TAG 
metadata from a ROOT file
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Adding Value to MySQL

ROOT data is inherently column-oriented, meaning that multiple values of 
a single attribute are stored together, rather than grouping as single 
entries with multiple attributes (the conventional row-oriented database 
model)
– Column-oriented databases offer significant potential performance 

advantages over row-oriented stores in querying and retrieving large 
data sets
• Thus, one of the main motivations of this project is to provide an 

interface to ROOT data that realizes both the convenience of SQL
and the performance advantages of column-oriented data
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Can SQL Querying Capabilities Add Value to ROOT?

In addition to being a storage format, ROOT offers a software framework 
with a C++ API and C-like command line interface for creating and 
accessing data stored in ROOT files
– The ROOT API provides query and selection functionality with SQL-

like Boolean logical operators
• However, the built-in ROOT data selection interface is probably not 

as highly optimized as MySQL's index and query functionality, 
which is the result of the extended development effort of a large 
body of open source programmers, usage in and feedback from a 
wide variety of real world, high-demand applications, as well as 
many decades of industry experience with relational database 
design and optimization

Beyond HEP, the SQL experience and tools are commonplace, while 
using the ROOT API requires learning a low-level software interface and 
writing C++ code to use it
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Adding Value to ROOT

ROOT data files can contain both complex serialized objects and simple 
n-tuples in hierarchical TTrees
– The focus of this project is optimal retrieval of TAG metadata stored 

in n-tuples, not other data types
The ROOT C++ API permits creation of bit-sliced indexing of TTree
contents
– However, creation of indexes in SQL is a simple and standardized

operation that can be performed with easy-to-use database 
administration tools, rather than with C++ calls or a command line 
interface as required by ROOT
• Also, combination of ROOT's built-in indexing with MySQL's

indexing, query and optimization functionality may provide greater 
flexibility and performance than either one alone

ROOT includes TSQL classes that enable the framework to access 
information resident in SQL databases
– However, the TSQL classes do not support going the other way, 

accessing data stored in ROOT files from SQL
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“Uploading” Tags to MySQL Database

ROOT file with physics events tags from ATLAS “Full Dress Rehearsal”
exercise is placed directly to the MySQL database directory named “tags”
– no need for the “TAGS upload into the database” operation

For the demo we renamed to eGamma.root the ATLAS TAGS file
fdr08_run2.0052283.physics_Egamma.merge.TAG.o3_f8_m10._0002.1
– A special Petaminer utility root2db read the eGamma.root file content 

and created file eGamma.frm used to describe ROOT storage data 
format to MySQL
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Demonstrating Feasibility

Live demo uses
– ROOT version v5-18-00 
– MySQL version 5.1.26
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Next steps: Functionality and Performance 

TFormula selections
– Is it possible to call ROOT TFormula via MySQL UDF interface?

Performance 
– Once the Petaminer storage engine and user interface are functional, 

we will investigate the key question of our project: whether this 
approach can provide optimized performance of TAG metadata 
queries using the standard database index and query optimization
functionality provided by MySQL
• The first question this task should address is how the MySQL

database indexing and querying functionality will be mapped to 
ROOT API calls. ROOT supports bit-sliced indexing of TTree data, 
a capability developed by LBNL, which Petaminer may utilize
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Petaminer Data Indexing

MySQL index creation and usage (SQL):

CREATE INDEX t_index on tree( npTight, muonLoose2cm );
SELECT npTight, muonLoose2cm FROM tree

WHERE npTight < 10 AND muonLoose2cm > 5.7
USE INDEX( t_index );

ROOT bitmap index creation and usage (C++):

TFile file("data.root"); // open ROOT-file
TTree *tree = (TTree*) file.Get("tree"); // get TTree (n-tuples)
TBitmapIndex index; // create bitmap index
index.Init();
char indexLocation[64] = “/data/index”;
index.ReadRootWriteIndexFile(tree, indexLocation); // create index file
index.BuildIndex(tree, “npTight”, indexLocation);
index.BuildIndex(tree, “muonLoose2cm”, indexLocation);
index.Draw(tree, "npTight:muonLoose2cm", 

"npTight < 10 && muonLoose2cm > 5.7"); // draw data using index

Goal: Map MySQL index operations to ROOT index operations
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MySQL Indexing Capabilities

Beyond this, however, MySQL provides powerful built-in indexing 
capabilities that go beyond the native capabilities of ROOT
One such MySQL capability is FULLTEXT indexing, which enables 
efficient querying of arbitrary text terms
– This should be useful in indexing TAG metadata representing 

semantic information such as luminosity blocks, trigger menus, 
conditions, event processing, or any arbitrary textual metadata tags

A related possible indexing strategy is the decomposition of TAG
metadata into "virtual columns“
– For example, for each TAG name-value pair, the engine could 

recognize the TAG name as a database column containing text, and
treat the TAG value as a column entry

The MySQL user community has published extensive information about 
strategies for achieving high performance on full text queries which 
should be very helpful in pursuing this development direction
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Conclusion and Call for Collaborators

The Petaminer project demonstrated feasibility of using ROOT TTree files 
as a pluggable storage engine for MySQL
– Work is in progress to extend the Petaminer software functionalities

The Petaminer project is looking for                                        
collaborators:
– If you are a software developer

• you can contribute to Petaminer
tasks on new functionalities 
development

– If you are a software user
• you can contribute to Petaminer

tasks on software evaluation and 
performance testing

Please contact us at 
petaminer@ice.txcorp.com

The Petaminer project progress is documented on the web at
https://ice.txcorp.com/trac/petaminer
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Column-oriented_DBMS
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ROOT as MySQL Storage Engine
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MySQL Database tags Contains One Table: eGamma
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Output of the “DESCRIBE eGamma” Query
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Output of the SELECT Query


